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CHiJW’iSR I 
KATUR13 Aim PORPOaisS OF TBE STUDY
During the past fifty years muoli work has heoa dono 
on personality measurement. Many different tôolmJ.ques have, 
boon used to measure student adjustment in both the areas of 
personal and social adjustment. Much progress has been made 
in pencil and paper personality testing; hô iover, some 
educators and psychologists are very skeptical of such 
measures. Others take the vie^ oppressed by John G. Parley 
as follows:
Personality and interests, broadly conceived arc 
some of the weapons with which human motivation and 
the dynamics of personality must be attacked and by 
which, possibly, they can be reduced to the level of 
prediction and control in human behavior. The battle 
will not stop merely because our weapons are lesa 
than perfect.&
A review of tho literature pertaining to personality 
adjustment and athletic participation uncovered a wealth of 
theoretical discussion on tho subject by physical educators, 
psychologists, and sociologists. A general opinion was found 
to exist among many physical educators and mental liygienists 
that participation in athletics makes for more viiolesome 
personalities.
3̂, G, V/illiarason, editor. Trends in Student Personnel 
jVprk (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Pross'X9W)"» '
P.T?
a
£itatemont3 to this effect are mad© by Voltasr and Bssllnger,^ 
Beaton,3 Wat son, 4 and other writers. At the same time there 
are opinions in the literature which question the influence 
of athletics on personality adjustment. These views are 
contained in books by Cole,5 and Witty and Skinner.^
I. m e  PROBLm
statement of the problem. The purpose of this study 
was to determine the relationship of personality adjustment 
to participation in athletics. Specifically, the primary 
purpose of this study was to analyze the scores on the Bell 
Adjustment Inventory to find if there were significant 
differences between the responses made by participants and 
non-participants in high school athletics.
Voltmor and A. Esslingcr,'The Organization and 
Administration of Physioal EducationTf. S. Crofts and Co., îlêw Y or k ,~T93ÏÏ) p. 89
3k . L. Heaton, Character Building Through Recreation. 
(The University of Chicago Pres's, Chicago, Illinois, Ï92'97~
4g-, b, Watson, "Personality Growth Through Athletics,* 
Journal of Iloalth and Physical éducation. 9 (Sept.,1938) ;
p.40â
5l. Colo, Psychology of Adolescence. (Farrar and 
Rinehart, Now York, l5§&) p.
A. Witty'and 0. IS, Skinner, et al., Mental Hygiene 
in Modern Bduoatioa. p. 262
Tha sabjaots of tiiie study consisted of 240 h.1^ 
scliool students selected frora Butte Public nigh School and 
Boys* Central Kigh School representing all four high school 
classes# There were 120 athletes and 120 non-athletes in the 
entire group tested.
Importance of tho study. Today, competitive sports 
are receiving greater attention and recognition in the 
schools than ever before. This movement has gradually gained 
momentum until it has become one of the traditions of high 
school life.
This study was undertaken in order to furnish some 
experimental data which might assist in clarifying the issue 
of adjustment and to enable one to say with greater assurance 
than now exists that athletic participation is, or is not, 
associated with more favorable personality adjustment,
2Tohn L, Griffith,? in an editorial, quotes the lines 
of John Galsworthy written after World War I worth repeating 
today:
Sport, which keeps the flag of idealism flying is 
perhaps the most saving grace in the world at the 
moment with its spirit of rules kept, and regard for 
the adversary whether the fight is going for or 
against, V.hen, if ever, the fair play spirit of sports 
reigns over international affairs, the cat force which 
rules there now will slink away and human life emerge 
for the first time from tho jungle.
7john L, Griffith, "The Flag of Idealism," The 
Athletic Journal, 27:18, September, 1946
After World War II, /^roto G r i f f international 
competition on any type of equitable basis is out of tho 
question with war-torn Europe or the Phlllipines, We 
who are associated with athletics should take pride in 
our profession, with disease, inadequate housing, and 
starvation facing Europe, still its people are once 
again turning to sports and athletics.
Every truly democratic country has been through 
history, an athletic nation. Athletics develop the very 
qualities which are essential in democracy. Private 
initiative and competition are democracy and Uonco 
competitive sports are not permitted to flourish in 
dictatorships,
XX, DSFIHI'flONS OF TBRÎ13 U33D 
Athlete, An athlete was defined as any boy who was a 
member of any team engaged in intsrscholostio or organised 
intramural competition, under the supervision of a coach 
provided by the high school, regardless of his winning a 
letter or being a regular starter on a team during any part 
of his high school career,
Hon-Athlste, For purposes of this study a non-atiilete 
was defined as an Individual who had never been a member of 
a varsity, junior varsity. Intramural, class, or club team 
under the supervision of a teacher or coach during any part 
of his high school career, Students who engaged in informal 
class or team competition only wore not considered in this 
study,
%bid. p, 27
5
Home Adjustment. Tha tern homo adjustment as used in 
the Bell Adjustment Inventory considers tho conflicts of the 
Individual viith parents in the homo as well as other 
maladjusted situations within the household*
Health Adjustment. The health adjustment section is 
so constructed as to locate any specific health problems of 
the examinee*
Emotional Adjustment. The area of emotional 
adjustment deals with fear, introversion, excitation, and 
depression as applied to the examinee*
Social Adjustment. The social adjustment section of 
the inventory attempts to score timidity and reticence as 
well as the aggressive and dominant attitude in social 
relationship of each individual.
Upper Group. The upper group consisted of boys with 
the highest academic standing and included approximately 
15 per cent of those enrolled.
Lower Group. Tho lower group consisted of students 
with the lowest academic standing and included approximately 
15 per cent of tho class enrolled.
Ill* ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
A review of the literature pertaining to the problem 
will be presented in Chapter II. A description of the 
particular test used in this study, method and materials
of tho atudy* tho methods used in selecting the subjects 
for this study, and tho procedure that was employed in 
testing the subjects will bo presented in Chapter III. The 
report and findings will be contained in Chapter IV, and 
Chapter V will present the Summary and Conclusions.
cm pTm  I I  
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
An extensive study vms made by Sperlinĝ , in 1942 at 
tho College of the City of Hew York to show the relationship 
between personality adjustment and achievement in physical 
education activities using the Human Behavior Inventory 
devised by Randolph Smith; Introversion-Extroversion Scale 
by I. P. and R. B. Guilford, and revised by G. v/. and F. H* 
Allport, Social Study by M. H# Harper, Study of Values by 
G# W. Allport and P. E, Vernon as well as a personal 
information sheet prepared by the investigator* These 
measuring instruments were administered to the following 
three groups of students who were differentiated with 
respect to athletic achievement; namely, a group of varsity 
athletes, a group of intramural athletes, and a group of 
non-athletes* To investigate the problem a total of 435 
tests were administered to 171 varsity athletes, 138 
intramural athletes and 126 non-athletes* He found that the 
non-athlete group showed significantly poorer adjustment 
scores than the varsity and intramural group and that they
Âbraiiam P* Bperling, "The Relationship Between 
Personality Adjustment and Achievement in Physical Education 
Activities," R ose nr oh ,).uart o rly. 13:351-63, October, 1942
é
jifld significantly greater scores In the direction of 
introversion and submission.
Statistically reliable differences were found in 
tho personality patterns of the varsity athletes as 
distlnguishod froia those of the non-athlete group# In 
personality adjustment^ ascendonce, and extroversion scores 
the varsity athlete and intramural group proved to be 
reliably superior to the non-athlete group.
Comparisons between two groups of varsity ’ athletes 
differentiated on the basis of the number of seasons of 
athletic experience sho\?ed the group having greater experience 
to have significantly more favorable adjustment scores, to be 
more ascendant and moro extroverted. In attitude and Interests 
no differences were indicated.
Finally it was stated that due to the empirical 
nature of his investigation it could not be determined 
whether participation in the activities caused the obtained 
personality status, whether those with the characteristic 
status were attracted to the activity, or whether the 
activities wore such that only those with the required 
personality status would be successful participants.
2lbid, p. 352
9
Haokonsmitli and Miller in Comparison of the 
Aoadejaio Grades and Intelligence Scores of Participants 
and Hon-Participanta in Intramural Athletics at the 
University of Kentucky,” cam© to these conclusions:
1*. That Freshman participation in intramural 
.athletics does not have à marked effect upon the 
student’s academic grade*2* That participants in intr^ural athletics 
as a Mhole have a higher moan intelligence sigma 
ranking than those who do not participate*
3* That Sophomore participants show a slightly 
higher moan academic grade and that Junior and 
Senior participants demonstrate a definitely higher mean academic grade than do non-participants of the same *3
Paul R. iîashk©̂  completed a study, at the University 
of Oregon, of intramural sports participation and scholastic 
attainment using the intramural participation records for 
the five years (1931-1936) of those students who competed 
in from five to eight activities of which there wore 2?1 
in number* By referring to the permanent record sheets data 
concerning each of tlie 2?1 intramural participants were 
secured* To be used for tho purpose of comparison, a second 
group of 271 students was selected who had not competed in
3c, W. Hackonamith and L* Miller, "A Comparison of 
the Academic Grades and Intelligence Scores of Participants and Hon-Participants in Intramural Athletics at the 
University of Kentucky,” Research Quarterly 9:1 (March 1938) 
P* 94
4paul R. ïïashke, ”A Study of Intramural Sports 
Participation and Scholastic Attainment,” Research Quarterly. 11; pp* 22-27
10
intramiirala bijit viho parallolad the intramural participants 
in the five control factors determined after perasual of the 
Registrar's student filos. Grade Point Averages and 
Scholastic grades were used for comparison of the groups.
Grade Point Averages shovi the Intramural participants scored 
a cumulative G. P. A, for the five-year period slightly 
higher than the non-partlclpants. These averages sho?; that 
the intramural program at the University of Oregon had m  
deleterious effect on the participants* scholastic attainment* 
The results of this study corroborate the findings at the 
University of Michigan and tho University of Kentucky.
Hariolc made a survey^ of the literature dealing with 
tlie relationship of scholastic achievement to inter scholastic* 
intercollegiate, and intramural athletic participation. The 
studies reviewed included seven surveys of Interscholastio 
athletics, the Carnegie Foundation Report on Collegiate 
Athletics \mich included ton studies, and four studies of 
intramural participation.
The general trend seemed to indicate no decline in 
scholastic achievement accompanying participation in
Ĵ̂ iwrencQ Rarick, ”A Survey of Athletic Participation 
and Scholastic Achievement," Journal of Educational Research. 
370 {Hov., 1943).
u
athletics• Those participating extensively in intramural 
programs compared most favorably in scholastic achievement» 
Rarick^ concluded that since it is difficult to 
demonstrate that time spent in athletic participation Is- 
detrimental to scholarship* end since it is becoming 
increasingly evident that good health and physical fitness 
are worthy things* more time could bo spent on conditioning 
activities in both high schools and colleges»
Hull^ examined the marks and intelligenco quotients 
of athletes in the high school at Sullivan, Indiana» He 
paired athletes and non-athletes as to intelligence and found 
superior scholarship on the part of non-athletes to the 
extent of between 1 and 2 per cent* Hull considered as 
athletes all boys who continued on the squad and la practice 
for at least eight weeks whether or not they received letters* 
Koiîfover, football and basketball were the only sports 
considered*
Swanson® conducted a survey of the relation of
6lbid, p. 3
D, Hull, Comparison of the Grades and" 
Intelligence Quotients of Athletes and Non-Athletes,” 
American School Board Journal. 69: IO7-O9, August, I924
Â. M. Swanson, "The Nffeot on High School Scholarship 
of Pupil Participation in lixtra-Currioular Activities," School Review. 32Î 613-26, October, I924
18
scholarship aiid participation In varions atndont activities 
In four hlch schools In Kansas City, Missouri. Athletics 
constituted but ono of the activities studied, and the total 
nurabor of athletes Involved was twenty-two boys an/1 seventeen 
girls. The conclusion reached was that the sinall number of 
oases rendered results hardly reliable, but that possibly 
"participation in athletics disturbs to sons extent the 
normal careers of those pupils,”^ Scholarship for boys and 
girls turned out to be slightly higher during participation 
than before participation, perhaps because of the desire to 
romain ollgible#
%ma. p. 626
CHAPTiSil 111 
MSKÎÛD3 0? PROOISDURR AIE) SOÜRCJ33 OF DATA
Public opinion about school functions is conservative* 
Boca use of this fact educators are haadicappod la their 
efforts to introduce nev̂  ideas and methods into the modern 
ourriouJLum* la addition to this conservative public opinion 
physical educators had to combat powerful prejudices to gain 
proper recognition for their profession* Until recently many 
persons often agreed with the statement "Strong back, weaic 
mind"; however, this attitude no longer holds weight among 
the better informed. This study, then, becomes an effort 
on the part of the writer to contribute additional data on 
the subject, in the hope that with tho material already 
available and that which will bo written in the future, it 
will help to formulate definite conclusions,
I *  8USL2CTI0H OF XKSTElM l^S U8SD
Selection and Description of Diagnostic Instruments.
The subjects of tills study consisted of 24O high 
school students selected from Butte Public High School and 
Boys* Central High School representing all four high school 
classes. There were 120 athletes and 120 non-athletes in tho 
entire group tested*
la order to obtain a profile of each individual to bo
u
studied, it was considered necessary to select a test or 
guestlonalre that would diagnose the traits of personality 
generally found in a personality psyoliograph* After an 
extensive review of personality adjustment scales, the Bell 
Adjustment Inventory. Student Form, devised by Hugh M* Bell^ 
was regarded by the investigator as being the most suitable, 
and the most convenient to administer and score for this 
particular study» The Inventory has been validated^ in the 
following ways; First, the items for each of the sections 
in the Inventory were selected in terms of the degree to 
which they differentiated between the upper and lower 
fifteen per cent of the individuals In a distribution of 
scores* Only those items which clearly differentiated 
between those extreme groups are included in the present 
form of the Inventory* Second, the results of the various 
sections of the Inventory were checked during interviews 
with four hundred college students over a period of two 
years* Third, the Social adjustment section, the Emotional 
adjustment section, and the total score of the Inventory 
wore validated by correlating the Social adjustment section 
with the Allport Asoendanco-Subralssion tost and the 
Bornrouter Personality Inventory, B̂ -D, and by correlating 
tho Emotional adjustment section, and the total similarly
%ugli Boll, Îlanual For The Adjustment Inventory 
(Stanford, California; Stanford University PrcssT~l9^9T
%bid, p. 3
1$
with th9 Thurston© Personality Cohedule* Those coefficients
4
are reported in Table X. Fourth# The Inventory has boon 
validated throû îi "Very Well" and "Tory Poorly” adjusted 
groups to determine the degree to v/hioh the Inventory 
differentiates among.them*
Tho coefficients of reliability? for each of the four 
sections of the Inventory and for its total score are 
reported in Table II. These were determined by correlating 
the odd-even items and applying the Spearman-Brown prophecy 
formula. The subjects were college freshman and sophomores* 
As a result of the statistical analysis of the items, 
271 of the original list of 4II were eliminated. This left 
140 questions in the final form of the Adjustment Inventory, 
There were 35 questions dealing with Horae Adjustment, 35 
with Health Adjustment, 35 with Social Adjustment, and 35 
with Emotional Adjustment* Of the questions, 9I have been 
contributed by Bell and 49 have been taken from other 
sources
The groups used to validate the Home Adjustment 
section were selected by the counselors in the high schools
2;bid, p. 3
%Iugh M. Bell, "The Theory and Practice of Personal 
Counseling (Stanford University, c’aTifornia: Stanford 
tTnlversity Press, 1939)» P* 2?
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TABL3 X
CQ&mGlSms OF VALIDITY*
OF TIU BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY
H tJncorr, Corr,
Allport and Social Adjustment (Men) 4 6 #58 #72
Allport and Social Adjustment (Women) 50 .6 7 ^81
Hiurstone Schedule and Emotional 9 6 #83 #93
Thurstons Schedule and Total Score 9 6 *89 *94
Bernreutar B4-D and Social 39 .79 *9 0
*Hagh M. Bell, Manual for The Adjustment Inventory 
^Stanford, California: Stanford University Press* 1939) P* 3
TABLE II
00&FFICIERT8 OF RELIABILITY*
OF TUK BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY
H
Home Adjustment....... 2$8 ,89
Health, Adjustment.,... 258 ,80
Social Adjustment  2$8 ,8 9
iimotional Adjustment.. 258 ,85
Rrp%3  ̂ —
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at Chioo, California, and Haabronok Ilelglitn, Ne%i Jersey,
The groups used to validate the Health Adjustment 
section were selected in the high schools at Chico and 
Redwood City, California, and at Hasbrouck Heights, Mew 
Jersey, Students who had been absent from school three or 
more times during the school year on account of illness 
were included in the "Poorly adjusted" group. Students who 
had not been absent during the school year because of illness 
were included in the "bell adjusted" group.
The Social Adjustment section was validated by groups 
selected in tho junior college at Sacramento, California, 
Students who had been leaders in school activities during 
their freshman-and sophomore years were included in the 
"Vieil adjusted” group, and students who had participated la 
few or no school activities during these years were inoludod 
in the "Poorly adjusted" group.
The Braotional Adjustment validating groups were 
selected by the counselors in the junior college at 
Pasadena, California,
In Table III tentative norms are presented for hl^i 
school students. Those norms are for freshman, sophomore, 
junior, and senior boys at Chico and Redwood City, both in 
California, The interpretation of the individual scores was 
made more meaningful by the use of descriptive designations.
3.8
TABL3 111
HORÜU FOU iilCSÎ 30Î1Û0L ÜTuDZKTS*
AT CKICO Mm HFDiiOÛD CITY, CALIFOmiLâ
Score Range
(n « 161) Description
Home Adjustment 0 - 1
2 - 4
5 - 9  10 -16 
Above 17
Excellent
GoodAverage
Unsatisfactory . 
Very Unsatisfactory
Health Adjustment 0 — 1 
2 — 4 
5 - 9  .10 -15 Above 15
ExcellentGood
Average
Unsatisfactory 
Very Unsatisfactory
Social Adjustment 0 - 4
5 - 9  10 -20 
21 -26 
Above 26
Excellent
GoodAverage
Unsatisfactory
Very Unsatisfactory
Emotional Adjustment 0 - 2
i : d
12 -18 Above 18
ExcellentGood
Average
Unsatisfactory 
Very Unsatisfactory
*The tentative norjns are given for high school boys 
and the scores were obtained from froshnan,sophomore, Junior, 
and senior students at Chico and Redwood city, both in Calif* 
Hugli it* Boll, ilanual for The Adjustment Inventory 
(Stanford, California: Stanford University PressT 195^ P• 2
19
Howevor, the difference between two doacriptiv© terms should 
not be over emphasized since a difference of only one point 
frequently determines whether a score falls under ono heading 
or another.^
Tho Adjustment Inventory provides four separata 
measures of personal and social adjustment» The Inventory 
has been successful when used with persons of high school 
and oollege ages* The high reliabilities of the measures 
make possible comparisons of one individual with another*
The total score may be used to indicate the general 
adjustment status* Individuals scoring hi^i tend to be 
unsatisfactorily adjusted* Individuals scoring low indicate 
satisfactory adjustment*
(Stanford
^Hugh H* Boll, Manual for Tho Adjustment Inventory 
, California: Stanford University rreasV I939')" p, 4
20
II. TfliS 80BJÜ0T3 ÜSiîD
The Groupa» To investigate the problem,•two groups
of male students were selected from the Butte Public Righ
Bchool and Boys* Central Hi^ School of Butte, Montana, who
were differentiated with respect to competitive athletic
participation; namely, a group of athletes and a group of
non-athletes. By definition an athlete was any boy who was
G member of any competitive team under the supervision of a
coach, regardless of winning a letter or being a regular
.
starter on a team, during any part of his hi^ school career*
A non-athlete was an individual who had never been a member 
Of a varsity, intramural, class, or club team in hi^ school. 
An athlete was a boy participating in interscholastic or 
organized intramural competition while the non-athlete was a 
person who did not take part in either interscholastic or 
intramural competition. An attempt was made to keep the groups 
as uniform as possible with respect to class and scholastic 
Btanding. Two-hundred-forty boys were chosen from the two 
hi^ schools. One-hundred-sixty from Butte Public and eighty 
from Boys* Central, The population of boys at Butte Public 
is approximately double that of Boys* Central; consequently, 
the selection was determined on that basis. Equal numbers of 
students wors selected from each class consisting of 60 
Seniors# 60 luniora, 60 Sophomores, and 60 Freshman. An equal
21
naabor o t "Very Good” and "Very Poor” students was selected 
by class from the official school records supplied by the 
principals* These selections were made for each respective 
group and an attempt was made to obtain the top ranking and 
lowest ranking students among the athletes and the non-athletes 
of each group* The "Very Good" and the "Very Poor" students 
were drawn from the upper and lower 15 per cent of the student 
population according to academic standing*
III. C0L2SCTI0IÎ OF DATA
,
Collection of Data* Varsity athletes were contacted 
throu^ coaches, team managers, and captains, as well as 
classroom teachers. The subjects for the non-athletio group 
were obtained through the class advisors, class officers, 
and teachers. The official files of both schools were used 
extensively. The investigator personally adiainistered, with 
uniform instructions, and collected, a total of 24O Bell 
Adjustment Inventories previously described. Of this number 
120 forms were from athletes, and 120 forms from non-athletes* 
through the high school records, the Principals, and the 
athletic coaches the athletic experience and class scholastic 
standing were checked. In addition, data about the students 
wore secured from the class advisors and classroom teachers. 
Treatment of the Data* The scores on the Inventory
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for all groupa v̂ ore recorded and organized In raw score 
distribution tables, From these tables wore obtained means, 
difference in means, standard error of the mean difference, 
and standard deviations for each group on the respective 
personality adjustment areas. The statistical technique 
employed In the study consisted of computing the difference 
of the mean scores of the tvm groups in order to determine 
the degree of significance of the difference.
In order to determine differences in the four areas 
of adjustment for participants and non-participants the 
distribution of scores on. the four scales of the Bell 
Adjustment Inventory for each of these two groups viaa plotted 
separately. The means for the groups were then computed and 
the standard deviations determined. In order to determine 
whether the difference between the means was significantly 
greater than chance it was assumed that the population mean 
difference was zero and that any observed difference was 
merely duo to chance. In order'to tost this hypothesis the
test as devised by Fisher for determining the significance 
of the mean difference was employed. The following formula as
'̂'R, À, Fisher, Statistical Methods for Research Workers. 
(Kdinburg: Oliver and Boyd”," '"19’fé'Tt Tiîû-33™“
2)
presented by Sdwards^ vms used for this teat*
Uo «h
- observed mean differenoe
a population mean difference
m standard error of tbe 
mean difference
Tables providing values for ’t** at the 5 per cent
and 1 per cent levels of significance, as presented by Mvrords,®
were employed in determining the significance of difference
between means* For purposes of this study a difference with a
corresponding ”t" value at tho 5 par cent level of probability
or better was accepted as significantly greater than chance*
How may this observed difference between the means of
the two groups be evaluated? Is difference so small that
it mi gilt simply be the result of sampling variation? One way
In which the problem might be approached is to set up some
hypothesis concerning the population moan difference and then
see whether the sample difference departs significantly from
5a. L* Edwards, Etatistioal Analysis. (Hew York: 
■Rinehart and Company, Inc., 194517 pp. 172-77
%bld, p. 176
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this hypothetical value. The deviation of the sample difference 
from the hypothetical population moan difference when divided 
by tho standard error of tho difference would îvc the 
familiar "t" ratio. Assuming the hypothesis to be truê  it 
could, by reference to the table of "t", be determined how 
frequently absolute values of this sise or larger would 
occur by ohonoo. According to the standards agreed upon, if 
the value of **t” is such that it would be expected to occur 
less than 5 per cent of the time by chance it could be said 
that "t** was significant, Therefore, it might bo concluded, "
that the hypothesis concerning tho population mean differenoe 
is not likely and reject it as untenable. Suppose, howover, 
that it was found just the opposite, that ”t’* was act 
significant at the 5 per cent level. Shat might then be 
concluded? There would be no basis for rejecting the 
hypothesis, but would this mean that the hypothesis was true? 
T3ie answer is definitely no. The hypothetical value that was 
tested is but one among many values that mlglit result in a 
non-significant value of "t".? Edwards^ stated that the “t** ,
was justified for use when dealing with small samples rather 
than the "critical ratio" usually used with larger samples.
^Ibid, p. 176 
Îbi^, p. 172
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Comparative norformance on the Bell Adjustment 
Inventory of Athletes and Hon-Athletea» In order to 
determine differences in personality adjustment for 
Participants and Mon-Particlpants in athletics, the 
distributions of raw scores were calculated separately for 
each group* The data for the groups tested in the four areas 
of adjustment are presented ia Tables IV through XtX and 
contain the total raw scores, means, standeird deviations, 
standard error of mean differences, difference in means, and
I - ; ,the corresponding value of "t"*
In Table X£ the ouEaaulative data is presented showing 
the comparative means, standard deviations, and the 
corresponding value of ”t" for each group tested in this 
study#
In order to determine whether the differences between 
means are significantly greater than chance, Fisher’s ”t”  ̂
test was employed# The specific formla for calculating "t” 
OS used by Edwards^ has been previously presented#
^Fisher, op. cit., pp# 120-33 
^Edwards, op# cit., pp# I72-77
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It will be noted In Table IT that tho dlffcrenoo of 
0*90 In mean aooros between athletes and non-athletes yielded 
tt **t" value of 2 ,6 4 Vi>hich was significantly greater than 
chonoe* Thus, the data indicate that there was a significant 
differenoe in home adjustment between high school freshmen 
athletes eind non-athlctes and that the difference favors the 
non-athlete* In order for a difference to be significant in 
this .study a ”t” value of 2^04 or larger mat be attained. 
Therefore^ Table 17 shows a significant différence at tho 
$ per cent level or better»
In Tables T , V I , 711, VIII, IX, X, XI, HI, and XIII 
the values disclosed for "t“ range from .08 to 1*46 which 
Indicate no significant differences*
Table X17 presents a range in raw scores from 0 to 
20 and tho mean scores for these two groups tef® 6 ,7 7 and 
8*07 respectively* Tho differenoe between the two means was 
0*7 0, and the corresponding standard deviations were 5*07 
and 5*52# The corresponding *’t” value was shown to be 2*31 
and was significant at tho 5 per cent level or better* This 
difference again favored the non-athlete, showing a 
significant difference in emotional ndjuatment for high 
school Juniors*
An examination of Tables XV and XVI discloses 
corresponding ”t” values ranging from *06 to *89# These
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differoncea are somowhat belô v tho valuo of "t" at the 5 
per cont level and indicate no significant differences.
In Table XVII a total raw score difference between 
the two sophomore groups in social adjustment was 48 points, 
tho difference in the means was found to be I.60 and the 
corresponding ”t” value was 2,16, being significant at tho 
$ per cent level or better. Tiiis significant difference in 
cocial adjustment favored the sophomore non-athlete* The 
means calculated for these groups were 14*80 and 13.20 
respectively, while the standard deviations were 5.86 for 
the athlete and 6 .4 7 for the non-athlete*
Tables XVIII and H X  show values of 1,14 and .63  
respectively when the "t" formula was applied. Therefore, 
these values proved non-significant,
% G  differences in mean scores and tho significant 
**t”̂ values, of Tables IV, XIV, and XVII, were the most 
significant differences noted in the entire study. They 
indicate rather definitely that thore were significant 
differences in those adjustment areas, since, such 
differences were found in only three out of sixteen groups 
In the four hi#i school classes and the four sections of the 
inventory they would bear further scrutiny as to the 
factors underlying the differences
An examination of the data shown in the summary 
Table XX dinolosos corresponding ”t” values ranging from
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0*08 to 1 .46, oxcludlng tho threo tables previously aentionod* 
Those differences were soaevvhat belov/ tho valuo of **t“ at the 
5 per cent level, a fact which does not necessarily prove or 
disprove the hypothesis of this study since the sampling 
variation might be the result of factors unknown to the 
writer.
An inspection of the total scores of all classes of 
athletes and non-athletes in the four areas of adjustment as 
presented in Table XU indicate that there ia not too great 
a variance in mean scores, with the exception of the home 
adjustment area which shows means of 6 ,0 0 and $ .48 
respectively. This difference of 0,52 would seem to indicate 
tliat there was no real significant differences in the total 
group scores. Tables XHI and ZZIII present the difference 
in means, standard error of the mean differences, and the 
corresponding values of "t” which indicate no significant 
differences in tho total group scores. The four areas show 
respective ”t" values of ,77» ,27, ,31, and ,19 which were 
considerably below the Valuo of ”t" at the 5 per cent level.
TABLB IV
C0I5PAKI30H OP H0I1Î2 ADJUSTfaZNT SCORES FOR FRE3ÏEOT 
AIHLETS3 AND NON-ATHLETES ÏH THE BOTTE HIGH 
SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
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ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES
Uppor Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
6 17 4 6
7 a 1 3
1 6 2 5
4 5 20 10131
10 0 7
4 12 2
5 a 4 1
5 1 1 94 12 13 42 6 4 2
4 a 0 0
4 1 6
2 3 32 1 0 4
X 4 3 9
70 96 6a 71H z 30 H z 30
Total Raw SCoro I66 Total Raw Score 139
Moan 5.53 Mean 4.63
S. D. 3.81 S. D. 4.50
Difference in Means - 0*90
<lnr,T"Binrii m f„jr' WTittrTnTTT
«t**
■ .34
a 2*64
tsvmarismimwtmmKjeitarM’jaM
AWWwa VI^W 'AV V L4UIJL A. WwtW. U &) £UU.XV
students of Butte Public and Hoys' Central Uicb Sohoola dur­
ing tho 1950-51 sohooi tom on tho Boll Adjustment Inventorŷ
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TABUS V
00TJPARI30N OF ÏÎQim ADJÜSOSÎ ÎT SCORES FOR 30PR0M0RS 
ATÎÎLSÎ33 Aim N0N-ATÎÎL3TE3 IN THE BUTTE HIGH 
SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
faea
ATHLETES HON-ATHLîîTBS
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
1 5 2 a
10 2 9 11
7 Z 5 16
4 9 4 2
Z 0 1 6
Û 6 10 9
3 2 6 7
a 1 S 14
1 17 12 26
IS 11 3 6
s 4 9 12
14 2 1 4
7 9 5 412 0 3
15 li 13 3
112 91 S3 131
H s 30 K « 30
Total Rm? Score 20> Total Raw Score 219
Mean 6.77 Mean 7f30
S» D» 5.23 S. D. 5*39
Difference in Means 0»5l
0,60
**t” • 0,37 KasŒæai.«.««!S3̂^
Notes Tiio above aooroa ware tho actual résulta by xaaie
StuOlôûta of Butte ihibllo and Boyo* Central iii.f-h Schools dur­
ing the 1950-51 sohooi term on the Bell Adjustment Inventory»
TABLE VI 31
COMPARISON OF HOME ADJBSTHmT SOOîîiSS FOR JUNIOR 
ATHLETES AMD H0R-ATHLZTE3 IN  THE BUTTS HIGH 
SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
X 19 5 6
3 6 9 .2
8 3 2 X3 18 12 5
5 ^ 12 148 Z 11 12
1 0 3 9
24 6 0 3
0 3 10 1
3 15 0 1
1 3 1 5
2 5 2 39 5 5 1
1 6 0 3
6 3 12 3
7 2 98 90 69
H • 30 n • 30
Total Raw Score I70 Total Raw Score 159•
Moan 5*67 Mean 5.30
Dè 4«U Si D+ 4.27
Difforance in Means 0»37
<rai4 « 0 ,6 0
”t« « 0*62
iaga9K!3raR«îwMâ "jBmCT,m
Notoî Tho abovo soorca woro the aotaal rooults by mie 
otadoata of Hutto Public and Boya* Coutrai Hlnb üchoolo dur- 
log tho 1950-51 oohooi torn ou tho Boil Adjuatjaoat Xnvontory*
TABLR VII
CQMPARISOH OF HOKQS ADJU3ÏK2NT SC0HS3 FOR 838I0R 
ATRLET28 AND KOH-AïBLüTiiS IH Tild BUTTS HIOH
SOHOOI^ DURim 1 9 5 0 -5 1
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ATH12T23 NOH-ATHLSm
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
0 5 3 00 10 3 616 9 4 54 22 T 122 a i 26 0 10 6
Z 1 3 212 1 . 3 510 2 5 42 5 3 512 2 a 1522 0 11 36 7 2 01 3 1 5
. 3 8 2 5
96 Ô3 66 75
3Î « 30 K ■ 30
Total Ha-w Score ISI Total Ravi Score I4I
Mean 6.03 Kean *.70
S# D. 3.59 8. D. 3.49
Difference in Means I.33
f-ma # 0,91
iwaagjsasMgCTgaeawaeBaBag «t« ■ 1 .4 6
Note: Tlio above sooroa v/ero the actual results by mlo 
students of Butte Public mid Boys* Central nigh Bohoolo dur—' 
Ing the 1950-51 school tera on the Boll Adjustment Inventory#
TABLS Till
C0MPARI30N OF HEALTH ADJUcrZWEHT S00R33 FOR m R S l M Æ  
ATHÎ STISS AÎTD R0N-ATHL3T33 IH TSE BOTTE HIGH 
SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
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ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES
Upper Grougp LoY/er Group Upper Group Lower Group
7 4 9 146 7 11 30 7 2 94 12 11 4e 6 0 16
a 4 6 37 11 2 3
3 5 5 10
3 13 a 11
5 14 4 42 5 i 2
9 12 5 5
9 0 9 7
4 5 4 8
9 9 7 6
S6 114 91 105
S » 30 » « 30
Total Havif Sooro 200 Total Raw Score I96
Kean 6.66 Mean 6,53
S# D* 3,48 S, D, 3 .7 0
Difference in Means 0.13
(fma B 0.29
«t” « 0.45
Hoto: The above aoorea vjoro tho actual reauita by nalo
atudonts ot Butte Public and Boys’ Central HiGii Jchools dur­
ing tho 1950-51 achool tarn on the Boll Adjuatmont Inventory»
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TABLS IX
C0.t.5P/iHI30H 0? HS^iLTH ADJUST^EIIT 8C05Z3 FOR SOHîOMORS, 
ATHLSTBS Aim HOH-.CTLiSTSS IH  THIS BOTTB HIG-H 
SCHOOLS DOKIîîa 1950-51
ATHLSTSa M0B-ATmZT33
Dppor Group Lower Group Dppor Group Lower Group
4 7 5 54 4 21 616 2 2 42 3 6 56 5 7 a6 12 6 1
y 3 4 7
y 9 3 16il 13 8 911 6 5 0
2 3 3 9
9 4 2 6
y a 2 . 1
y 3 a 313 7 2 5
98 69 aa 79
H « 30 sr * 30
Total Ra:w Score 13? Total Raw Score I67
Mean 6.23 Mean 5,57
S* D. 3.81 S. D. . 
Difference in Means 0,66 
m 0.46
"t" = 1.43
4$34
N o te : ï l io  above sco re s  v/oro th e  actaaX  r e s u lts  b y  o a le  
s tu d e n ts  o f  B u tto  P u b lic  and B oys ' C e n tra l N is h  S choo ls  d u r - ' 
In g  th o  1950-51 s ch o o l te r a  on th o  D o ll A d ju c ta o n t la v c a to ry .
TABLS X
CÔLtTAlîISœî OF in A L T IÎ SOOÎUSTJ FOU JU iaoR
ATmLaTiGa A m  NON-ATHiaTSa IN Œia BUTTE mes 
SCHOOLS DURIHO 1950-21
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ATHLETES NOH-ATHLETES
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
8 29 5 2
. .  , 9 9 8
6 a . 3 4
4 6 2 6
5 2 17 3
12 0 4 14
X 9 14 6
13 1 9 3
3 § 5 53 8 1 72 5 5 4
3 a 7 37 4 3 56 14 1 56 5 7 11
83 . 107 92 86
H 2 30 W % 30
Total Raa Score I90 Total Raw Score 17a
Mean 6.33 Mean 5.93
8# D#. 5*42 a. D. 3.64
Difference in Means ô#40
s 0 .43
«t” • 0.93
Hoto; Tho above ooorea wore the aotual roiiulta by siale
otuAeufcs of Butte Public and Boys* Central hlRh Bchooio dm— '
Ing tho 1950-51 achooi tora on the Dell Adjustment Inventory#
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TABia SI
COMPARISON OF HEALTH ADJUSTtSîîT 300RS3 FOR SENIOR
ATHLETES AIÎD NON-ATHLETES IN THE BUTTE HIGH
SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
..,r.
ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES
ITppor Group Lower Group tipper Group Lower Group
1 4 4 4
1 a 4 413 4 5 5U o 11 7
10 5 0 4a a 5 43 5 2 63 4 6
? 4 26 5 4 49 2 10 i9 3 14 6
11 7 2 29 7 7 44 3 13 5
90 64 69 74
H * 30 H = 30
Total Raw Score 154 Total Raw Score I63
Mean 5.13 Mean 5.43
8 . D, 3.00 8 . D. 3.22
Dif f erono © in Means - 0,30
47-md a 0.30
«t** = 1.00
lîots: Tho abovo sooraa wero tho aotaal résulta by male 
Gtudanta of But to l̂ ubllo and Boys* Contra! High Sohoolo dur- 
tns tho 1950-51 oohool torza on tho Bell Adjustment Inventory*
TABLE XII
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OOÎÆPARISON OF EMOTIONAL ADJUSTMENT SCORES FOR FRESHMEN
ATHLETES AND NON-ATHLETES IN THE BUTTE HIGH
SCHOOLS DURING
ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
9 9 0 12
5 2 1 140 15 3 81 11 21 6
15 7 1 126 2 4 28 14 12 410 4 2 132 15 15 1611 12 1 710 11 8 4
7 10 5 16
14 1 13 6
15 1 5 3
5 8 4 6
118 122 95 129
B » 30 B » 30
Total Raw Score 240 Total Raw Score 224
Mean 8 ,0 0 Mean 7.47
S. D. 4.78 S, D. 5.46
Difference in Means 0,53
s 0 .4 6
"t” = 1.15
Note: The above aoores wore the aotual results by laalo
students of Butto Public and Boys* Central High Schools dur­
ing tho 1950-51 school term on tho Ball Mjustmont Inventory,
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TABU, XXÏÎ
OOÎ^ARISOH OP j&IonOMAL ADJUJmïïiT SCORES POR SOHimîORS
ÂTRLETE3 AND NON-ATfîLETES IH THE BUTTE HIGH
SCHOOLS DURim 1950-51
ATHLETES M0N-ATHLET2S
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lov#or Group
10 2 4 410 10 5 512 1 16 12 12 \1 7 13 X10 7 9 102 4 4 104 5 5 225 5 10 9
17 12 12 57 5 4 11
13 5 6 5
I 12 4 95 4 0 8
17 13 19 3
120 104 108 115
N " 30 H s 30
Total Raw Score 224 Total Raw Score 223
Moan 7 .4 6 Mean 7.43
S. D. 4.51 S, D. 4.86
Difference in Means 0.03
s 0.37
TTtTnrwn m  i‘i m nmwwmntn
= 0.08
imii iini'Ti» mnihhw m'l
Ilotoî T1i8 abüva 3001*03 vvox'o tlio actual roaulta by oulo
students of Butto iubllo and Boys' Central Hlgii oohools dur­
ing tho 1950-51 sohooi tom on tho Boll hdjuatnont Inventory.
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TABLIÜ- X IY
COÎÆPAHISON ÔF IMOTIOHAL ADJU33Æ2NT SCORES FOR JTJIîIOR
A m œ is  Aim KON-ATHLliirES lîî THiS BUTT3 HIOH
SCHOOLS DURim  1950-51
_ ATSiaCGS
.iu, . . .:r,'z;'%'.„AV.:.w'zr,u:TR?:js:,%gmw4
H0H-A5HL3TE3
Hpper Group Lower Group ïïpper Group Lower Group
10 3 11 11
4 7 11 66 2 2 0
5 18 S 58 8 18 910 11 11 17
4 14 7 321 2 14 41 8. 9 1
3 20 2 1
7 11 4 33 6 17 12
17 9 7 712 8 0 1010 10 12 20
121 142 133 109
iî a 30 H s 30
Total Raw Score 263 Total Raw Score 2^
lîean 8.77 Mean 8 .0 7r
S. D* 5 .07 8, D* 3,52
Difference in Means 0.70
s . 0 .32
"t" » 2 .3 1
ïSloto; ïho abovo scuros wero tho aotual roaults by aala
Qtudoats oü Butte ^ubllo and Boya* Central Bi# Bohooia dur­
ing the 1950-51 aoiiooi fcem on tke Boll Adjuatraoat Inventory*
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tiïBlS Xî
ocMPARicjOîi OF monoim. acoRiss ion süiiîior
AmSTSS AND NON^ATHLüTES IN TEIS BOTTE HIGH
SCHOOLS DÜRIHG 1950-51
ATHLETES NON-ATHLITSS
Hpper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
0 1 7 00 10 8 4u 9 4 70 23 13 101 12 0 i2 4 13 ?
3 4 7 6
X 8 1 16
7 6 5 20 7 7 17 3 4 920 11 25 97 3 5 1
24 8 2 9
3 7 8 13
69 116 109 97
H « 30 H « 30
Total Ravf Sooro 205 Total Raw Soore 206
M&an 6,83 Mean 6*86
S, D. 6 .4 0 S, D, 506
Differenoo in Means -0.03
a 0,51
n« s 0,06
Note: The above acoroa wero the aotual résulta by raaia
atudenta of Butte Publio and Boya* Central Hinh Bohoola dur-'
lhg( the 1950-51 oohool tara on tho Bell Adjuatraont Inventory,
a
XVI
OŒiPAHÎSOH OF SOCIAL ADJU.nKHT 8C03F3 FOR FRESRIÆ2N
AmSTSa AND N0II-ATÜL2TE0 IN THi2 BUTTE HIGH
SCHOOLS Duiam 1950-51
. ATHLETm HOÎÎ-AmSTBS
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
a 22 8 19
17 11 6 7
2 9 6 7
19 12 9 12
5 15 9 22
12 6 3 14
10 18 18 4
12 6 2 18
2 16 5 2014 19 19 1722 27 11 156 15 13 209 10 19 26IS 17 17 125 4 9 13
161 207 154 226
s 30 H s 30
Total Raw Sooro 368 Total Raw Score 380
Moon 1 2 .2 7 Mean 12.67
S* »• ,5.75 3. D. 6a6
Difference in Moans -0,40
= 0.45
«t” = 0.89
Nota: Tho abovo ocoroa v/oro tho aotual resuilta by aalo
atuctonta of Butto iublio and Boys* Control Klcÿi Sohoois dur-'
ing tho 1950-51 oohool tom on tho Boll Adjustaont Inventory*
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TA33W  Xra
CÜÜTAIÜCÜÜN C r SÜCliVL SGCitiSS FOR aOPHOJ-ÎORJS
ATEWZTÆ Aim  H0K-Al’iILüri’F3 IH  Œ 3 BUTTS E IŒ  
SCHOOLS D U R im  1950-51
ATflLBTHS H0H-ATELHTE3
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lovjer Group
15 6 1218 5 2318 4 12 1113 17. 21 1211 21 14 1511 9 22 1318 16 3 266 15 2 2112 6 • 6 9
27 20 24 1413 16 14 2111 29 10 1220 11 6 1822 10 8 6
19 16 18 12
221 223 171 225
H » 30 H « 30
Total Raw Sooro 444 Total Raw Score 396
Mean 14,80 Mean 13 .20
S. D. 5,86 a, D,- 6.47
Difference
"t”
in Means 1*60 
a 0.74 
* 2.16
Roto: Tlio abovo scores wore the aotual result a by mala
stuclGuta of Butte i’liblio aiiü Boys’ Central Hî ja Schools dur-'
ins the 1950-51 school term on tho Ball Adjustment Inventory*
TAnm xnix
COMPARISON OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT SCORES FOR JUNIOR
ATBL3TF3 AND H0N-ATHLEÏ33 IN TOE BUTTE HICH
SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
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ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
4 14 20 0
19 10 23 145 7 6 610 16 16 2
17 4 3 7B 8 12 256 14 9 11
27 9 25 1926 13 6 116 21 16 7
14 15 6 5
5 9 14 4
14 13 2 20
24 16 12 22
3 22 9 25
183 191 179 178
N » 30 H « 30
Total Raw Score 379 Total Raw Score 357
Mean 12 ,63 Mean 11.90
8. D. 6,66 S. D. 7 .5 2
Difforenoe in Means 0.73
s 0 ,6 4
« 1 .1 4
Mo to: Til a above scores wore the aotual results by raalo
studonta of Butta Public and Boys* G antral IÜ5I1 ooliools dur­
ing the 1950-51 sohooi torm, on tho Boll Adjustment Inventory*
ÏABtK XIX
OOIî PÂRïSON OF SOCIAL ADJiJsiltiKT SCORüS FOU 33HI0R 
ATHL2T23 AND ÎTON-AlliLî TES IH TIÏE FJITiS HIGH 
SCHOOLS DURING I95O-.5I
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A m Ï3TSS H0N-ATHLETS3
Upper Group Lower Group Upper Group Lower Group
1 10 8 7
X 14 14 8
X5 2 9 112 27 16 21
5 18 5 9
5 19 8 29
2 18 25 22
4 16 15 16
10 22 1 7a 11 a 10
23 14 10 10
8 21 32 1616 9 17 1421 19 4 1214 22 12 15
135 242 184 207
. H * 30 H z 30
Total Raw Soore 377 Total Raw Score 391
Meaa 12.56 Mean 13.03
S. D. 7.48 S. D. 7.04
Difference in Heang -0.47
= 0.75
"t" z 0.63
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ÏA3LS 3%
U M m , STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AW CORRESPONDING "t” VÀID33 
Off INVENTORY SCORES ffOR ATHLETES AND NON-ATRLRTBS 
IK THE. BUTTE HICffi SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
Adjustment 
Area and
Athletes 
(N » 30) .
Non-i 
. (N
kthlotes
*30)
Difference
in Moans
«t”
Class Mean S. D. Mean 8. D.
IfiOMB
Freshmen 5.53 3.61 4.63 4.50 - 0 .9 0 2 .64
Sophomore 6.77 5.23 7.30 5.39 0.53 0.87
Junior 5.6? 4.14 5.30 4.27 0.37 0.62
Senior 6.03 3.59 4.70 3.49 1.33 1.46
HEALTH • - - • *
Freshmen 6.66 3.46 6.53 3.70 0.13 0.45
Sophomore 6.23 3.81 5.57 4.34 0.66 1.43
Junior 6.33 5.42 5.93 3.84 0 .4 0 0.93
Senior 5.13 3.00 5.43 3.22 - 0 .30 1.00
EMOTIONAL 
' Woshiasa 8.00 4.78 7.47 5.46 0.53 1.15
Sophomore 7.46 4.51 7.43 4.86 0 .0 3 0.08
Junior 8.77 5.07 8.07 5.52 0 .7 0 2 .31
Senior 6.83 6.40 6.86 5.36 « 0 .0 3 0.06
pOCIALFreshmen 12 .27 5.75 12.67 6 .1 6 — 0.40 0.89
Sophomore 14.80 5.86 13.20 6.47 1.60 2.16
Junior 12.63 6.66 11.90 .7 .5 2 0.73 1.14
Senior 12.56 7.48 13.03 7 .0 4 - 0.47 0.63
Note: The above tabla la a oumiary of the résulta mda
by male students of Butte Publie and Boys* Central Hl&h Schools
during tho 1950-51 school torsi on the Dell Adjustment Inventory#
46TABLE
MEANS AND KEAN DI5TERËÎTGE3 OF TZIE TOTAL INVENTORY 
300ÎIS3 FOR ALL ATHLETES AND N0N-ATHL3TE3 
IN THE BUTTE HIGH SCHOOLS DURING 1950-1951
ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES DIFFEREHOB 
IN M3AN3
Moan Moan
Home Adjustment 6.00 5.49 0 .5 1
Health. Adjustment 6.09 6.22 0.13
Emotional Adjustment 13.07 12.70 0.37
Sooial Adjustment 7.75 7 .4 4 0 .3 1
K s 120 120
Noto: The above results ̂ ero the total scores of all 
athletes and non-athletes in each of tho four areas of tho Adjustment Inventory. Those scores were made by the male 
Students of Butte Public and Boys* Central High Schools.
Ov-ii'):)j Oi Luiiuaii.,;!!
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TABLE m i
DISTBEBÎÎCE IN îvîBAN3, STANDARD SimoR OP TÎÎ3 MEAN DIFPNR2N0ZJ# 
AND HIE CORRESPONDING VALUES OP «t« FOR TES TOTAL 
INVENTORY SCORES FOR ALL ATHLETES AND NON-ATHLETiSS 
IN THE BUTTE HIGH SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
- ATHLETES N0N-ATHL2T38
Homo Adjustment H 120 ► 120 :
Total Rav/ Score 720 - 658 :
Moon *6.00 • 5.49 :
8 . D, 4 .21 » 5.74 »
Differonoe in Means 0.51
eZma - 0,66
»t** • 0.77
Health Adjustment N 120 120
T o ta l Raw Score 721 746
Mean 6*09 6,22
8 , D. 4.08 2.25
Difference in Means 0.13
* ^ A d  = 0.48
"t" = 0.27
Noto: Tho above résulta wore the total aooroa of ail ethlotoa and noii-athletao in each of tho two areas of the 
Adjustment Inventory, These acorea v/ero raado by the mle 
Btudonto of Butto Public and Boys* Control High Sohoolo.
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TABLIS m i l
DIFPBRZÜGE IN 2ÜAN3, STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN DIFFERENCES* 
AND THE CORRESPONDING VALUES OF ”t” FOR THE TOTAL 
INVENTORY SCORES FOR ALL ATHLETES AND NON-ATHLETES 
IN THE BUTTE HIGH SCHOOLS DURING 1950-51
- ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES
lent N * 120 120
Total Raw Score 1568 1524
Meon 13*07 13,70
S* D* 9*09 9.37
' Difference In Means 0&37
. 1*19
«t” * 0*31
pocial Adjustment H - 120 120
Total Rav/ Score 930 893
Mean 7.75 7,44
3* D* 12*76 12.41
Difference in Means 0.31
cr*jn̂  s 1*62
*»t« e 0*19
Notes The ebove reaulte wore tko total scores of all 
athletes oad non-auhiotoe in each of the two areas of tho 
Adjustment Inventory* These scores wore niado by the male 
students of Butte lublio and Boys* Central Hiĵli Schools*
CEàPT.3iî y
GUZJMARY AND CONGLU3ION3
Th.© purpose of this study was to determine the 
relationship of personality adjustment to participation in 
athletics as pertaining to Participants and Non-Participants.
The Bell Adjustment Inventory Student Form, devised 
by Hugh M* Bell, was the test employed in this study for 
the purpose of determining the significance of mean 
difference between groups of participants in athletics and 
non-participants.
The subjects of this study consisted of 240 hl^ 
school students selected from Butt© Public High School and 
Boys* Central High School representing all four high school 
classes. There were 120 Athletes and 120 Non-Athletes in the 
entire group tostsd. For the purpose of this study the 
subjects were devided into two groups:
Athlete, An athlete was any boy who was a monibor of 
any competitive team, under tho supervision of a coach 
provided by the high school, regardless of his winning a 
letter or being a regular starter on a team during any part 
Of his high school career,
Non-Athlete* A non-athlete was a boy who had never 
been a member of a varsity, junior varsity, intramural, 
class, or club team under tho supervision of a coach during
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any part of his high, sohool oaroer.
A further classification of students was made in 
terms of scholastic aptitude in so far as possible, and 
consisted of assigning subjects to one of the following two 
groups:
IToper Group. The upper group consisted of boys in the 
upper section of each class in relation to scholastic 
ability and who were normally the bettor students* 
Approximately fifteen per cent of those enrolled was used 
for this study.
Lower Group. The lower group consisted of boys in 
the lower section of oach class in relation to scholastic 
ability and who were normally the poorer students* 
Approximately fifteen per cent of those enrolled was used 
for this study;
The findings of this study indicate that:
(1) Although there was a significant difference in 
throe of the sixteen groups and classes tested this would 
hot moan that there was a preponderance' of evidence to 
show the superior adjustment of the non-athlete over the 
athlete; Consequently, there is not enough evidence to 
affirm the hypothesis that non-athletes have better 
adjustment than athletes;
(2) There was some evidence as shown by the rav/
21
aoorea in tho varions tables that there might be a marked 
difference betv/oen the upper groups and the lower groups. 
However, tho soorea were not computed between these two 
groups. It must not be overlooked that some of the lower 
groups outsoored their classmates in some categories of 
adjustment,
(3) The findings showed that there were no marked 
degree of consistency of low scores shown by any of the 
respective classes,
(4) The author of this study found that there were 
some differences between the two groups tested, but not 
enough to arrive at any definite conclusion concerning the 
superior adjustment of one group over the other. However, 
upon exajEiination of Table XX it was definitely noticeable 
that large mean differences did occur between the various 
classes in the high schools. Due to the limitations of this 
study these ojxaparisons were not computed. It is believed 
that further research relating to those differences between 
the various classes would uncover significant mean 
differences. It was noted in Table XX, in the Home Adjustment 
urea, that there was a difference in the means between the 
Sophomore and Senior non-athlete classes. This mean 
difference amounted to 2,60. There was another large 
difference of 1,94 between the Junior and Senior athletes
in tho linotional Adjustment area. In the Sooial Adjustment
$2
erca tho Freshiaen anâ Sophomore athletoa showed a difference 
in the Cleans of 1*53* There wore many other differences 
that would bear further study*
in reviewing the findings of this study the following 
problems are suggested for further research)
Due to the many factors In this study which are not 
oaloulated in influencing a personas personality a further 
Study utilising a combination of tests such as those used 
by Sperling^ may uncover some notable significant 
differences* It is also reconKaendcd by the writer that the 
scores between the high school classes be computed by the 
Analysis of Variance technique* It is believed that this 
would uncover some significant differences that would be a 
contribution to tho projects similar to this study*
In tho present study, an analysis was made on tho 
total scores recorded by each individual inventory during 
tile current school term* A commendable study for further 
research would be to measure how much a boy was aided by 
his participation in athletics that might not normally occur. 
An example of this type of study that is applicable to the 
locality \vould„„bo to measure the personality differences 
in grades seven and eight and note the degree of
%pcrllng, C£, Git*, p. 363
53
adjjustiaent improvemeat as the student progresses throujjh 
sohool* This study would ho confronted also with tho 
outside factors that indirectly influence personality 
adjustment#
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